Somitic muscle segments of zebrafish exhibit V-shaped structures, called chevrons, which are believed to play a role in swimming. However, the mechanism that drives robust chevron patterning and shaping during embryogenesis remains elusive.
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In the developing zebrafish embryo, future muscle segments (somites) are generated as elliptical blobs that mature and spread to acquire their final chevron shape. Combining single-cell resolution microscopy and theoretical modelling we investigate the interplay between intrinsic (cellular reorganization within the somite tissue, such as cell rearrangements and cell differentiation) and extrinsic (coupling with neighbouring tissues) factors. We use live confocal imaging to follow the evolution of the three-dimensional shape of somites and Particle Image Velocimetry to quantify the relative tissue movements.
We encompass our experimental observations in a vertex model that combines tissue differential growth, cell division and rearrangements with anisotropic elongation due to cell differentiation. By exploring the range of the model parameters, we construct a phase diagram of the final somite shape and study in particular the stability of the chevron shape. Maintenance of the animal cell shape by the actomyosin cortex underlying the plasma membrane and generation of the contractile force within the cortex by non-muscle myosin II drive cellular morphogenetic processes such as gastrulation and cell division. Nevertheless, the regulation of the architecture and dynamics of the cortex by actin-bundling proteins is still poorly understood. Here we demonstrate that the evolutionarily conserved actin-bundling protein plastin (a.k.a fimbrin) is instrumental for the generation of potent cortical actomyosin contractility in the C. elegans zygote. Endogenous plastin, labelled by GFP via CRISPR/Cas9 knock-in, was found to be associating with both formin-and arp2/3-mediated subpopulations of F-actin, and enriched in contractile structures. Plastin was required for effective coalescence of nascent NMY-2 filaments into large contractile foci and for long-range coordinated contractility in the cortex. In the absence of plastin, force-dependent cellular processes during early embryogenesis, i.e. polarization and cytokinesis, were both significantly compromised, and 50% of embryos died during development. Based on these results as well as in silico CytoSim simulations, we propose that by increasing the connectivity of the F-actin meshwork, plastin enables the cortex to generate stronger and more coordinated forces to execute cellular morphogenesis. The aim of this study to evaluate the effect of sperm storage temperature (40C and room temperature 260C) on the ability to produce pig embryos in vitro fertilization (IVF) and provide the results to the improvements in the rate of embryo production in Landrace and Duroc breed. To evaluate damage of the sperm membrane, experiments were arranged into 04 lots, repeated 03 times. Semen samples of pigs (5 ml) were placed on different storage temperature of 40C and 260C in periods of 6h, 24h, 48h storage. Each batch of 30 samples of semen and sperm was stained PNA-PI to classify integrity, damage, abnormality on the rate of damaged acrosome. For fertility assessment and the ability to obtain embryos after artificial fertilization (IVF) of sperm stored at 40C and room of 260C from pigs of popular breeds Landrace and Duroc, ovum was fertilized with sperm preserved at the 40C and 260C temperature during periods of 06h, 24h, 48h storage to evaluate the possibility of embryos obtained in vitro and observes embryo development. When sperm were stored at 40C temperature and preserved during 24h, rate of sperm membrane damage in Duroc was 42%, Landrace was 28%, blastocyst rate obtained in Duroc (10%), Landrace (20%). When sperm were stored at 260C temperature and storage period 24h, rate of sperm membrane damage in Duroc (76%), Landrace (53%) was much higher than the proportion of damaged sperm when reserved at 40C and 24h storage period, the percentage of blastocysts obtained the highest as sperm preserved at temperature of 260C and 24h of storage in Duroc (46%), Landrace (30%). This result showed that duration of sperm preservation affected structure of sperm plasma membrane of acrosome and affected on development of embryo in vitro fertilization. Cells present in different tissues respond appropriately to the physical cues in the environment by formation of integrin mediated cell matrix adhesions. Various types of adhesions are laid out on substrates with different mechanical properties. To understand how cells distinguish rigidity of the environment and bring about appropriate mechanotransduction, we studied the early events in formation of cell-matrix adhesions.
Using quantitative super resolution microscopy in combination with substrates of vastly varying rigidities, we report that modular integrin clusters i.e. nascent adhesions of uniform size (~100nm) containing ∼50 β3-activated integrins are formed on all substrates within minutes of encountering the matrix. Integrin clustering is the first biochemical response when integrins encounter ligands (RGD peptide). We show that without talin or actin polymerization, few early adhesions form, but expression of either the talin head or rod domain in talin-depleted cells restores early adhesion formation. Mutation of the integrin binding site in the talin rod decreases Abstracts S42
